Abstract. SKC is a prototype system for knowledge management in the Web by means of semantic information without supervision and tries to select the knowledge contained in the system by paying attention to its use. This paper explains user activity analysis in order to find out their interest for knowledge elements in the system, and the application of this interest for users classification and knowledge identification for their interest, inside and outside SKC. As a result a model for user interest based on interaction is obtained.
Introduction
Information overload is one of the problems of the ICT use extension. The Web is the most general and significant example of this phenomenon. We think network knowledge management systems have the most important characteristics of the systems with this problem, but these systems are more scalable and have more controllable parameters, so they may be used as an experimental model for research. For example, the Web could be seen as a global knowledge management system. Our hypothesis is that there are several hidden aspects in the systems affected by the information overload which can contribute positively to the solution of this problem. On one hand, taking advantage of the excess energy of the active elements that are involved in the systems, such as users, services, applications and other entities related to them. On the other hand, using the properties of both the elements and the activities related to the systems affected by the problem, eg. the network, the active entities mentioned above, both the information and the knowledge involved, or the processes and the interactions of that elements and activities.
To investigate this hypothesis we have used, as an experimental platform, a knowledge management system called KnowCat [1][4] . This is a groupware system that facilitates the management of a knowledge repository by means of user community interaction through the Web. This can be done without supervision by using information about user activities and their opinion about the documents that are part of the knowledge base -eg. through votes or notes-. The knowledge repository is constituted fundamentally by two components: the Documents, that are the basic knowledge units; and the Topics, that are structured hierarchically as a Knowledge Tree. Each document describes the topic where the document is located in the tree. Each topic appears once in the tree, and it could include several documents that describe it and it could include some subtopics too. Each system instance is a KnowCat node that deals with a specific subject and has a user community and its own knowledge repository organized in a knowledge tree.
The task carried out by KnowCat could be improved by reducing the necessity of explicit displays of users' opinion about the knowledge, as well as exploiting the implicit displays of opinion demonstrated by users' activity and the features of all the elements involved in the process -eg. user's interaction with the system-. Such improvements could be generalized to other knowledge management systems, as the Web. This paper deals with how to represent the implicit interest shown by the users' activity towards the knowledge elements of the KnowCat's repository so that it can be used in the system. In order to corroborate the design hypothesis of the proposed approach, a prototype has been developed on KnowCat, which has been called Semantic KnowCat (SKC) [10] . SKC includes, among other things, Client Monitor [11] (CM) that is in charge of obtaining information about the user's activity on the system's client side, information to be used for analyzing the user's interest to the knowledge, and SKC incorporates a Analysis Module (AM) [12] that is in charge of analyzing the system knowledge repository with data mining techniques to describe its elements by means of Words Weight Vectors (WWV) [2] . This paper starts from a mechanism for monitoring users' activity [11] built into the CM of SKC prototype mentioned above. That mechanism makes possible to establish each user's interest per the elements of the knowledge repository. The monitoring mechanism registers the users' interaction intensity towards the knowledge elements by using the user interface events of the system. This paper shows how the data obtained with that mechanism allows representing each user's interest inside the knowledge management system, using a User's Interest Vector (UIV), which represents the distribution of user's interest among the knowledge elements of the system. This paper also shows how the monitored data are good to describe each user's interest inside and outside of the system by means of a User's Interest Words Weight Vector (UIWWV). This new vector is obtained starting from the corresponding user's UIV and the Words Weight Vectors (WWV) that describe the knowledge elements of the system. These UIWWVs allow comparing the users' interests with any knowledge element represented by a generic WWV [2] . The proposed approach has been validated with an experiment series carried out with the system KnowCat in educational activities in the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spain).
Several approaches have been proposed for users' interest modeling for personalization in data recovery field. These go from manual personalization [9] [6], by means of direct indication of preference, to complete automatic modelling [7] [5], through monitorization and analysis of user behaviour; going through a demonstration modeling [8] , by means of a presentation in the resource system which users consider interesting. Many of the above-mentioned approaches use vector models for representing and comparing text documents, some of which also use WWVs to represent users' interest [13] . Others use conceptual clustering algorithms and use user activity with the processed documents to establish user interest for these documents [13] [5] . Others are in charge of modeling the progress of user interest throughout the time [8] .
